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Smallpox transmission and control in Britain before vaccination 

Romola Davenport1,2, Gill Newton1,2, Max Satchell1,2 and Leigh Shaw-Taylor1,3 

In his extremely influential work ‘Plagues and Peoples’ (1977) William McNeil outlined what 

has become the dominant model of infectious disease patterns in historical populations. 

McNeill argued that early human populations, living in small groups at low densities, could 

not have sustained many of the major human pathogens, especially those that conferred 

long-lasting immunity on survivors. However as populations grew and came into more 

frequent contact then the opportunities for disease transmission increased. Sedentary 

agriculture increased both population densities and exposure to accumulated human wastes. 

Urbanisation provided large dense populations with birth rates sufficient to provide a regular 

supply of immunologically naive hosts that enabled pathogens to sustain continuous chains 

of transmission. Thus diseases that initially caused sporadic outbreaks in small groups 

gradually became capable of persisting in populations without requiring re-introduction, a 

process called endemicisation. Trade, migration and exploration brought previously isolated 

populations into contact and promoted the exchange and globalisation of pathogens. Thus 

the rise of human populations was accompanied by an increasing burden of infectious 

diseases. In the case of immunising diseases then this burden fell increasingly upon the 

young. McNeill also argued however that although sudden contacts with new diseases could 

cause dramatic mortality crises, the more gradual process of endemicisation did not result in 

remorseless rises in mortality. Rather increasing exposure to infectious diseases was 

accompanied by a process of accommodation between host and pathogen that favoured the 

evolution of avirulence. Therefore as immunising diseases were reduced to diseases of 

childhood they also became milder.    

McNeill focussed particularly on those diseases that were transferred person-to-person and 

that conferred immunity on survivors, of which smallpox and measles were the most 

important. Such diseases would have caused occasional large epidemics affecting all ages 

in small isolated populations, but as the frequency of epidemics increased (with rising 

population and trade) then a higher proportion of the population would have acquired 

immunity in previous epidemics, and these diseases would eventually have become 

childhood diseases. McNeill also argued that during the process of disease endemicisation 

diseases such as smallpox and measles would become permanently established in urban 

populations first, and so these would have become diseases of early childhood amongst 

long-term urban residents. However migrants to towns would constitute another vulnerable 

group if they were migrating from rural areas where smallpox remained an infrequent 

epidemic disease (McNeill, 1980). Thus where rural and urban populations remained 

incompletely epidemiologically integrated then the age distribution of smallpox or measles 

victims in towns would include both young children and immunologically naive adult 

migrants.  
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Here we examine McNeill’s model with respect to smallpox in Britain before vaccination. 

Previous work has confirmed McNeill’s predictions regarding the vulnerability of children and 

recent migrants to cities in the case of smallpox in London in the eighteenth century 

(Davenport et al., 2011, 2016; Landers, 1993: 154-55). However we argue that the frequent 

characterisation of smallpox as a highly infectious ‘crowd’ disease reliant on person to 

person transmission is inconsistent with the historical behaviour of the virus. Rather 

smallpox seems to have circulated slowly but efficiently through the often dispersed and low 

density populations of northern Britain and Sweden, but remained a rare disease of adults as 

well as children in the relatively densely settled and well-connected populations of southern 

England. We argue that this apparently paradoxical pattern reflects both the capacity of 

smallpox to maintain transmission at low host densities, and the ease with which the chain of 

transmission could be broken by relatively rudimentary quarantine and isolation measures.  

 

Smallpox mortality patterns in Britain 

Smallpox is caused by the variola virus. Several strains of varying virulence have been 

identified, and phylogenetic analyses of historical samples suggest that the variants that 

circulated in Europe before the twentieth century belonged to the most lethal strain, variola 

major (e.g. Li et al., 2007; Duggan et al., 2016). Estimates of case-fatality rates associated 

with variola major range from c.10 – 30 %. It was sufficiently virulent to kill adults as well as 

children, and was apparently relatively insensitive to host nutritional status (Dixon, 1962; 

Fenner et al., 1988: 196). This high virulence makes it relatively easy to identify smallpox 

outbreaks from burial records, because a sizeable proportion of those infected died. The 

relatively small differences in case-fatality rates by age also mean that the age structure of 

smallpox burials provides some indication of the average age of those infected (unlike 

measles for instance, where the mean age at death is relatively invariant across a wide 

range of average ages at infection because case-fatality rates fall steeply with age) (Razzell, 

2003: xvii-iii; Nishiura et al., 2008). The age of smallpox victims therefore provides some 

indication of transmission patterns within a population. Because smallpox infection conferred 

lifelong immunity on survivors, then where most victims were children then it is likely that 

most adults were survivors of previous epidemics. Although historical cause of death records 

must always be treated with great suspicion, smallpox was relatively distinctive in its 

symptoms and was considered by contemporaries to be confused only with chickenpox, 

which was rarely lethal (e.g. Buchan, 1774: 161).       

Smallpox was probably the single most lethal disease of eighteenth century Britain, although 

the lack of routine recording of causes of death makes it impossible to quantify its 

contribution to total mortality. In London, then Europe’s largest city, smallpox increased from 

4-6 % of all burials in the mid-seventeenth century to over 10 % in the third quarter of the 

eighteenth century (Figure 1A), and the frequency of epidemics increased from roughly four 

yearly to a biennial cycle over the same period (Duncan et al., 1996). Amongst London 

Quakers smallpox accounted for only 10 % of all burials of children aged 2 – 4 years in the 

period 1650-99, but 26 – 29 % in the period 1700-99 (Landers, 1993: 154). Thus smallpox 

seems to have become a more common cause of death over the course of the seventeenth 

and early eighteenth century in London, and may have become a more frequent epidemic 

disease outside the capital over the same period (Creighton, 1894).  
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In Sweden, where deaths by cause were recorded for the population as a whole from 1749, 

smallpox accounted for 8.3 % of deaths nationally in the period 1774-95 (when smallpox was 

first reported separately from measles) (Sköld, 1996: 549). In Finland, it accounted for 11 % 

of deaths 1776-1800 (Pitkanen et al., 1989: 98). The age pattern of smallpox deaths in 

Sweden indicated that smallpox was already a childhood disease by the late eighteenth 

century. In the country as a whole 95 % of smallpox deaths occurred at ages under ten 

years in the period 1788-92, and less than 10 % of smallpox deaths were aged ten years or 

more in all dioceses except the isolated island of Gotland (Sköld, 1996: 580). Thus smallpox 

apparently circulated very regularly in eighteenth century Sweden, despite the generally low 

density of the population and low levels of urbanisation.4  

Britain was much more densely settled than Sweden, and experienced very rapid 

urbanisation in the eighteenth century, with the proportion living in large towns (10,000+) 

rising from c.13 % to over 20% in England and Wales in the course of the century (de Vries, 

1984: 39). Thus we might expect that smallpox was, as in Sweden, an endemic childhood 

disease and major cause of death by the mid-eighteenth century. Indeed the few records we 

have that consistently recorded causes of death in the eighteenth century indicate that 

smallpox was a very major cause of death in some of the larger towns and cities. In the 

second half of the eighteenth century deaths attributed to smallpox accounted for 6-10 % of 

all burials in the London bills of mortality (Figure 1A) and around 20 % of all burials in 

Manchester and a number of other northern towns (Figure 1A,B). As in Sweden, the rapid 

uptake of vaccination after 1800 coincided with very rapid falls in smallpox mortality and by 

the 1840s, when mortality statistics were first published for England and Wales as a whole, 

smallpox accounted for only 1-2 % of deaths nationally (Davenport, 2007; McKeown & 

Record, 1962: 102,104).  

Although we lack any information on causes of death for most of the English population 

before the introduction of civil registration in 1837, we can occasionally probe the incidence 

of smallpox further using the age patterns of smallpox burials. In London burial records from 

a number of parishes indicate that smallpox was clearly a childhood disease amongst the 

urban-born by the mid-eighteenth century, and deaths were concentrated in very early 

childhood. However c.20 % of smallpox burials were of young adults, in the age range in 

which migrants to London were concentrated (Landers, 1993; Davenport et al, 2011; 2016). 

This age pattern confirms McNeill’s prediction that young children and recent migrants would 

be the main victims of endemic immunising diseases in cities (McNeill, 1980). However it 

also implies that London’s migrant hinterland in this period included significant areas where 

much of the population grew to adulthood without encountering smallpox. In contrast, in mid-

eighteenth century Manchester less than 5% of smallpox burials were aged ten or over, 

despite the similarities in age structure of the populations of Manchester and London 

(Davenport et al., 2016). While Manchester undoubtedly drew its immigrants from a much 

smaller range than London, the rarity of adult smallpox victims in Manchester was also 

consistent with a north-south divide in smallpox patterns identified by Peter Razzell using a 

small sample of burial registers that recorded smallpox burials (Razzell, 2003: x - xiv).    

Very few burial registers routinely recorded causes of death in Britain before 1837. However, 

like plague, smallpox was sometimes recorded in burial registers that otherwise gave no 
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indication of cause of death. Razzell identified a number of such burial registers, and used 

other information in the entries to classify smallpox burials as adult (aged roughly 20+) or 

child. Using this classification he claimed that smallpox was almost always a childhood 

disease in northern and south-western England, but a rare disease affecting adults and 

children in southern England (Razzell, 2003; see Figure 2).5 This geography presented a 

conundrum, since south eastern England was relatively urbanised and commercialised by 

the mid-eighteenth century, whereas northern and south-western England were, with the 

important exceptions of southern Lancashire and the West Riding of Yorkshire, 

characterised by relatively low population densities and poor transport infrastructure (Figure 

3). Northern counties experienced much more rapid population growth and urbanisation than 

the south in the second half of the eighteenth century, but outside the textile regions of 

Lancashire, Cheshire and the West Riding population densities remained relatively low 

(Figure 3d).      

Razzell’s sample was very small and therefore we sought to test the validity of the pattern he 

identified by collecting a much larger sample of smallpox burials. Given the rarity of cause of 

death recording in English burial registers this task was very much a case of searching for 

needles in haystacks, and would have been impossible before the extensive transcription 

and digitisation of registers that has accompanied the rise and commercialisation of 

genealogical research in the last two decades. We approached family history and 

genealogical societies for access to machine-readable databases of burials and have so far 

been given c. 7 million records spanning the period 1540 – 1870 (including baptism as well 

as burial records). The counties for which we have data for significant numbers of parishes 

are indicated in Figure 4. We also identified published sources of data for specific parishes 

identified in the secondary literature as reporting causes of death. We received very few 

records from Yorkshire sources, however the frequency of ‘Dade-style’ registers in 

Yorkshire, that recorded causes of death and age at death from c.1788-1812, made it 

possible to identify and incorporate a relatively large number of Yorkshire registers into our 

sample (Bellingham, 2004).   

We identified entries that referred to smallpox, and then evaluated the quality of recording of 

age information in the registers in the periods when these smallpox burials were recorded. 

Some registers recorded exact age in years, others gave explicit age indicators such as 

‘infant’, ‘child’, ‘young man’. The majority recorded relationships that could be used to infer 

adult or child status, such as ‘son of’, ‘daughter of’, ‘wife of’, ‘widow of’. Single women and 

adult males of any marital status were rarely given a relationship descriptor in this type of 

register, and their adult status was inferred either from occupational or status information 

(e.g. labourer, gent), or from the lack of any information (e.g. Table 1). This procedure could 

obviously create an adult bias if many entries lacked information for other reasons, and so 

only registers where more than 60% of all entries contained relationship indicators for the 

decades surrounding the period of smallpox recording were included.6 We used a definition 

of adult as aged fifteen years or above, compared with Razzell’s adult-child cut-off at twenty 
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years of age. We chose age fifteen as the cut-off for adulthood because a number of studies 

have indicated that by fifteen at least half of children in a number of settlements had left 

home (in seventeenth and eighteenth century England), although this varied according to 

local economic opportunities (Wall, 1987). In London parishes where both age and 

relationship indicators were available in burial registers then very few individuals aged fifteen 

or more were described as ‘son’ or daughter’, reflecting the young age structure of migrants 

to towns (Davenport et al., 2011). The potential ambiguity of the terms ‘son’ and daughter’ 

with respect to age in societies with high ages at marriage and non-universal marriage is 

discussed further below. Where almost all burials were ascribed a cause of death then we 

could also calculate the proportion of all burials accounted for by smallpox, but these types 

of registers were very rare especially for southern parishes. We identified 225 parishes or 

towns with at least ten smallpox burials and with high levels of recording of age indicators, in 

the period 1550-1799 (that is, from the beginning of parochial registration of burials, to the 

initial adoption of vaccination). Of these 72 parishes or towns additionally reported causes of 

death for at least 95% of entries for a minimum of ten years or more.7    

The geographical pattern that emerges from this research so far is presented in Figure 5. 

The pattern that emerges is tantalising, but very incomplete. It suggests that there was 

indeed a broad north-south difference in the age at death of smallpox victims. Smallpox was 

an almost exclusively childhood disease in northern counties, with adults comprising less 

than 20 % of victims in almost all northern communities in the sample, and less than 5 % in 

the majority of cases. However smallpox was clearly a disease of both adults and children in 

southern England. The midlands (here roughly encompassing the counties of Derbyshire, 

Leicestershire, Lincolnshire, Northamptonshire, Nottinghamshire, Shropshire, Staffordshire, 

Warwickshire and Worcestershire) appears as a transitional zone (although for most of these 

counties we had very few and scattered data). The southwest, which Razzell identified as 

similar to the north on the basis of a single settlement, did appear to have a lower frequency 

of adult smallpox victims than was typical of other parts of southern England, but the 

evidence base is very small.8 

Figure 6 displays the percentage of adult smallpox victims by region and period. The sample 

was divided between rural and urban settlements, to control for the higher proportion of 

towns in the sample from southern England. In southern England all rural settlements were 

characterised by a relatively high percentage of adult smallpox burials (10 percent or more), 

with the exception of three rural parishes in Cornwall (Figure 6a). Most towns in southern 

England were also characterised by high proportions of adult smallpox burials (Figure 6b). 

By contrast adult smallpox victims were apparently rare in rural as well as urban settlements 

in northern England, relative to southern settlements, and this was apparently the case even 

before the mid-eighteenth century, although we had unfortunately very few records with 

which to test this (Figure 6e,f). Settlements in the midlands zone displayed a wide range of 

values (Figure 6c,d). The similarities between rural and urban settlements in each 

geographical zone were consistent with McNeill’s prediction regarding the vulnerability of 

recent migrants. Where smallpox was a rare disease in childhood in rural areas then urban 

populations necessarily included many adult smallpox victims, in this period when urban 
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centres were dependent on rural immigrants for growth or even maintenance of population 

size. Conversely the almost complete absence of adult smallpox victims in northern towns 

implied a scarcity of adult victims in rural hinterlands.   

One obvious alternative explanation for the observed pattern is that the descriptors used to 

assign adult or child status differed geographically, for instance that ‘son’ and ‘daughter’ 

referred to adult as well as young children in the north, and to young children only in the 

south. Where marriage age was high then many adult children were described as children of 

the household head when they resided as unmarried adults with their parents. Previous 

studies of the age distribution of those described as son or daughter have not indicated 

strong geographical biases in the use of the descriptors, except for a rural-urban difference, 

but variations in economy and land use did create geographical variations in the age at 

leaving home and the propensity to marry. Alternatively, child smallpox burials may have 

been relatively rare in southern English burial registers because only adult smallpox burials 

were considered noteworthy.9 To test whether the age of those described as adults varied 

geographically we used a sub-sample of burial registers where exact age was recorded and 

compared the mean age of adult smallpox victims with the percentage of adult smallpox 

burials. We considered only smallpox victims aged ten years old or more, to avoid potential 

biases due to under-recording of smallpox burials of young children. If the mean age of adult 

smallpox burials was similar across the sample then this would suggest that the age 

structure of smallpox burials as a whole was also similar. Similarly, if the mean age of adult 

burials was lower in settlements with high recorded proportions of adult victims then this 

would suggest that the age structure of all burials was relatively young but that child burials 

were not noted. Figure 7 indicates that there was a clear positive relationship between the 

mean age of adult smallpox victims and the proportion of smallpox burials classified as adult. 

That is, where smallpox victims were mainly children then those adults who did die from the 

disease were also largely in their teens or early twenties, suggesting that they comprised the 

tail of a young age distribution of victims. Conversely, where a high proportion of smallpox 

victims were adult then adult victims included many who had survived into late adulthood 

without encountering smallpox. Therefore the preponderance of adult victims of smallpox in 

southern settlements was unlikely to be an artefact of regional patterns in the recording of 

status or cause at burial.             

A key question is whether these patterns of age at burial of smallpox victims actually 

corresponded to differences in the prevalence of smallpox. That is, do high proportions of 

adult smallpox victims imply a low frequency of epidemics and therefore low smallpox 

mortality? We were unable to measure epidemic cycles or smallpox mortality directly in our 

sample. To estimate the burden of smallpox we measured the proportion of all burials that 

smallpox accounted for. For this we could use only the subset of parishes and periods where 

almost all burials were ascribed a cause of death, because where smallpox was the only 

cause recorded (the majority of cases) then we could not know whether the smallpox burials 

noted were a complete record of all smallpox deaths in a given period. In addition we used 

only those registers where causes of death were recorded for a minimum ten year period, to 

reduce the distorting effects of epidemic years. Figure 8 indicates the negative relationship 

between the percentage of adults amongst smallpox victims and the contribution of smallpox 

to total mortality. Table 2 presents mean values of smallpox as a percentage of all burials in 
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northern and southern counties (excluding the midlands and Cornwall). Results are 

presented for rural settlements separately, since these probably provide a better indicator of 

the relative importance of smallpox than urban populations, where smallpox was often 

endemic and where the extent of smallpox mortality was masked to some extent by high 

mortality from other causes (particularly in London). Our analysis suggests tentatively that 

smallpox was a much more important cause of death in northern than southern England, 

contributing on average 8 percent of all burials in rural areas in the north, compared with less 

than 4 % in the south. Our sample of southern towns was extremely small, but the scant 

data we had suggested that smallpox mortality was higher in northern than southern towns 

(Table 2), and that this difference existed both for small and large towns (Figure 9). While 

the differences between north and south were statistically significant, the sample size was 

too small, and potentially biased, to place much confidence in these numbers.   

The apparently smaller contribution of smallpox to total mortality in southern England was 

associated with a lower frequency of epidemics. We could not measure the frequency of 

epidemics reliably because the periods where we could assume recording of smallpox 

burials was relatively complete were generally too short to calculate reliable inter-epidemic 

intervals. Instead we used the number of years with smallpox burials as a proxy for epidemic 

frequency. Figure 10 indicates that where smallpox was a more minor cause of death then it 

was also a less frequent visitor (to the extent that burials proxied presence of the disease).  

 

Explanations for north-south differences in the age distribution of smallpox victims 

If we accept the geographical patterns in Figures 5 and 6 as reflecting real differences in the 

mean ages of smallpox victims in northern and southern England then it is the southern 

pattern that must be considered in need of explanation. Smallpox appears to have circulated 

frequently in northern England in both rural and urban populations and resembled the 

childhood disease pattern evident in Sweden. What fragmentary anecdotal evidence exists 

for Scotland also suggests that smallpox was a childhood disease even in the Scottish 

highlands in the eighteenth century, although not on the more remote islands (Brunton, 

1990; 1992). Brunton and Razzell considered the northern pattern puzzling, and speculated 

that the dispersed settlements of northern Britain and Sweden precluded the explosive 

epidemics they thought typical of more nucleated settlements, and constrained the disease 

to a meandering progress that, paradoxically, contributed to its persistence. The persistence 

of smallpox at low host densities does indeed hint at the unusual properties of smallpox, and 

the unsuitability of its description as a ‘crowd disease’. However the real puzzle is how a 

pathogen that was capable of circulating efficiently in small and scattered populations did not 

do so in the denser, better connected populations of southern England. How did southern 

communities manage to avoid smallpox outbreaks to the extent that many inhabitants 

reached adulthood without encountering the disease?  

We consider a number of explanations below. The broadly north-south pattern of smallpox 

age patterns corresponded loosely with several major geographical patterns in England, 

suggesting a number of plausible causal factors. Our attempt to discover the drivers of the 

pattern was made difficult by the very strength of the pattern, and the consequent lack of 

geographical diversity within each broad geographical area. In some of the analyses below 

we have divided the sample into a southern zone, comprising all places in the sample south 
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of 52.17 degrees latitude, except Cornwall, and a northern ‘zone’ that included the rest of the 

sample. We did this in order to test whether variables that appeared to explain much of the 

variation within the sample as a whole were also important in explaining variation within 

regions. In some cases we also used a binary variable to categorise parishes into those 

where adults comprised less than 20%, or 20% or more of smallpox victims. The use of a 

binary variable simplified interpretation of some relationships, and avoided the statistical 

problems posed by the very non-parametric distribution of the percentages of smallpox 

burials that were adult. The cut-off point of 20 % was chosen as the level that distinguished 

the two regions most clearly (Figure 5). 

  

Hypothesis 1: the influence of settlement patterns on type of outbreak.  

Brunton and Razzell have argued that nucleated settlements favoured explosive smallpox 

outbreaks that infected everyone, and therefore epidemics occurred only at long intervals 

(the period required for new susceptibles to accumulate). Razzell suggested that this highly 

visible and periodic pattern also made it easier for people to avoid the area and therefore to 

escape infection (Razzell, 2003: xvi-xviii). Dispersed populations on the other hand could not 

sustain explosive epidemics and so smallpox tended to infect only a fraction of the 

susceptible population, but to return more frequently (because sufficient susceptibles 

remained to sustain transmission) (Brunton, 1992: 409). During the smallpox eradication 

campaign in the 1960s and 1970s it was observed that outbreaks could persist for relatively 

long periods in small nomadic groups, because contact and transmission rates were fairly 

low between individuals, and so infection spread only slowly through the susceptible group, 

consistent with Brunton’s model (Fenner et al., 1988, chaps. 4 & 22). However while Brunton 

and Razzell characterised northern Britain as dominated by dispersed settlements (of 

hamlets and isolated farmhouses), the geography of settlement patterns in England is far 

more complex, with a central band of predominantly nucleated settlements running from the 

north roughly east west to Wilshire in the south, with areas of largely dispersed hamlet 

settlement to the north west and south east (Figure 11).  

 

To investigate the relationship between settlement nucleation patterns and the relative 

frequency of adult smallpox victims we used Roberts’ and Wrathmell’s classification, that 

was based on the relative frequencies of settlement types within a given area, at the highest 

level of resolution available (the ‘local region’). For the parishes in our sample our measure 

of nucleation therefore referred to the local region in which the parish was located, not the 

parish itself. When we considered the sample as a whole, then there did indeed appear to be 

a relationship between the relative frequency of nucleated settlements and the proportion of 

places where adults comprised 20% or more of smallpox burials (Figure 12). However, when 

the southern and northern regions defined above were considered separately, then the 

diversity of settlement patterns within each region was unrelated to variations in the age 

distributions of smallpox victims. This was unsurprising in the case of southern England, 

because there was virtually no variation to be explained. However the northern region 

included more diversity in both smallpox patterns and settlement nucleation, but there was 

no correlation between the two. Therefore the apparent importance of settlement type in 

explaining smallpox patterns in the sample as a whole was a function of the higher 

proportion of nucleated settlements in the southern region, but settlement type itself was not 

related to the proportion of adult smallpox victims within either region. Superficially then our 
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data did not support the hypothesis that settlement type influenced the type and frequency of 

smallpox outbreaks.  

 

Hypothesis 2: accidental vaccination associated with cattle-keeping. 

Jennerian vaccination with cowpox (or vaccinia) was developed at the end of the eighteenth 

century and only came into general use in the early nineteenth century. However Jenner’s 

discovery of vaccination originated, according to Jenner himself, from the observation that 

dairy hands were protected from smallpox through accidental exposure to cowpox (Jenner, 

1798). Historical evidence for pre-Jennerian awareness of the protective effects of cowpox in 

England is slight, and is largely limited to Jenner’s own county of Gloucestershire (Baxby, 

1981: 37).10 Nevertheless it is possible that where cattle-keeping was common then 

accidental infection with cowpox could have acted to produce widespread immunity. This 

should have reduced overall mortality from smallpox. It might also have acted to raise the 

average age at infection. The average age at death from smallpox rose in the nineteenth 

century as a consequence of smallpox vaccination campaigns (Hardy, 1983: 116). This is a 

phenomenon that is commonly observed following the introduction of mass artificial 

immunisation, and is attributed to the effects of artificial immunisation in reducing the 

frequency of epidemics and therefore increasing the age at which those who remained 

susceptible (through avoidance of inoculation or failure of the procedure) encountered the 

disease (Anderson & May, 1991).  

Unfortunately the historical geography of land-use in Britain is fairly impressionistic before 

the nineteenth century, and we had no means of obtaining credible estimates of dairying 

prevalence at the parish or regional level in the eighteenth century. Instead we used 

information on density of cattle by county from the earliest reliable Agricultural Census, of 

1870. This census pre-dated the effects of the late nineteenth century agricultural 

depression on land-use and provided a very broad-brush indicator of long-standing patterns 

of land use. Although the county-level resolution conceals the importance of topography to 

local patterns, Figure 13 does capture the broad geographical divide between north-

western/south-western pastoral and south-eastern arable areas, a geography that bore 

some relationship to the pattern of smallpox age distributions, although not in the direction 

predicted. Cattle densities were negatively correlated with the percentage of smallpox burials 

that were adult, implying that if cowpox were important then it was associated with relatively 

high smallpox mortality and low proportions of adult victims.11 This association seemed 

implausible, since accidental or deliberate infection with cowpox would be expected to have 

reduced the number of potential victims, and would also have acted to interrupt 

transmission.  
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 Dixon (1962) suggested that the connection between cowpox and smallpox immunity was only made clear 
once inoculation (see below) was widely used. According to Dixon’s scenario, immunity to smallpox would 
have been difficult to distinguish from avoidance of exposure to smallpox, where infection was accidental. 
However once large numbers of people were deliberately infected then patterns of immunity would have been 
easier to discern.  
11

 The coefficient of correlation (r) between the number of cattle per 100 cultivated acres and the percentage  
of smallpox burials that was adult was -0.54. 
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Hypothesis 3. Avoidance of natural smallpox infection via inoculation  

The first two hypotheses attempted to explain the pattern of childhood smallpox in northern 

Britain. However it is the southern pattern that is intriguing, since it implies that many 

individuals were able to avoid smallpox for decades. Before vaccination the main deliberate 

methods of preventing natural smallpox infection were (1) isolation of victims to prevent 

contagion, and (2) deliberate infection with a small dose of smallpox, a procedure called 

inoculation or variolation (May, 1997). Of these two methods, inoculation has received far 

greater historical attention. Inoculation was introduced into England in the 1720s but appears 

to have remained an expensive and unpopular medical procedure until a safer and much 

cheaper method was developed by members of the Sutton family in the 1750s and 

popularised from the 1760s (Razzell, 2003) (Figure 14a). The extent of private inoculation is 

very difficult to estimate, since most of the evidence consists of claims by inoculators 

regarding the number of inoculations performed, or similar claims made by proponents and 

adversaries of the practice. Debate about inoculation was heated, because where smallpox 

was not already present then inoculation carried the risk of introducing the disease and 

triggering an epidemic. Many opponents of inoculation claimed that inoculation actually 

increased the prevalence of smallpox. Thus although there is evidence for widespread use 

of inoculation in southern England, there are also numerous examples of its banning, 

particularly following or between epidemics. Inoculation seems to have been particularly 

popular in periods when an epidemic threatened. There is also intriguing evidence that at 

least some rural migrants to urban centres sought inoculation specifically in preparation for 

migration.    

In addition to private inoculations, Razzell, Smith and others have documented numerous 

mass public immunisation campaigns in southern villages and small market towns (Brunton, 

1990; Leadbeater, 2015; Razzell, 2003; Smith, 1987; South; 2010). These were usually 

conducted only when smallpox epidemics threatened. The aim was to immunise 

simultaneously all potential smallpox victims in order to prevent the possibility of a smallpox 

outbreak (either via introduction into the community, or by the inoculation itself). Some towns 

conducted ‘smallpox censuses’ of the immune status of residents to ensure full coverage. In 

southern England the parish generally bore the costs of inoculating the poor, and thus 

General Inoculations were expensive to the parish (the local tax-raising unit for welfare 

purposes). Therefore General Inoculations were usually episodic and responsive in southern 

England, and were confined to smaller towns and villages where smallpox was rare and 

where a relatively high proportion of the population was previously unexposed.  

In northern England ‘General Inoculations’ appear to have operated rather differently. The 

relatively few documented examples were conducted by charitable individuals or 

organisations, usually Dispensaries, rather than the parish, and were confined mainly to 

relatively large towns (including Liverpool, Chester and Leeds) where smallpox was already 

a frequent and childhood disease (May, 1997). Thus while an occasional General Inoculation 

could, with luck, avert a smallpox epidemic in parts of southern England, it would at best 

have caused a transient reduction in childhood mortality from the disease in large northern 

towns unless conducted annually. In addition to occasional large-scale simultaneous mass 

inoculations some charitable organisations provided routine inoculation services free to the 

poor in some of the larger urban centres (including the smallpox hospital in London, and 

Dispensaries in Whitehaven, Newcastle and Leeds).  
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The efficacy of inoculation measures is difficult to assess because the level of smallpox 

mortality before the use of inoculation is usually unknown. Inoculation undoubtedly reduced 

the severity of smallpox outbreaks in parts of southern Britain in the last quarter of the 

eighteenth century, and reduced the numbers of susceptible rural-urban migrants. Razzell 

originally argued that inoculation made a major contribution to the rapid growth of the 

English population after c.1750, but later retreated from this claim on the basis of the marked 

heterogeneity of local experiences that he uncovered (Razzell, 2003: xxiv-xxvii). Other 

researchers have been more cautious, concluding that inoculation was very popular and 

played an important role in reducing smallpox mortality in some rural areas and market 

towns of southern England after c.1760 (Smith, 1987; Leadbeater, 2015), but had little 

impact in northern Britain or in Sweden (Razzell, 2003; Brunton, 1990; Sköld, 1996; 

Davenport et al., 2016).  

Could inoculation practices explain the age patterns evident in Figures 5 and 6? Widespread 

inoculation in southern England could have functioned to raise the average age of smallpox 

victims via the mechanism discussed with respect to cowpox. To establish the geography 

and chronology of inoculation we used reports of mass (‘General’ and charitable) 

Inoculations (Figures 14a,15). General inoculations are a relatively reliable indicator of the 

popularity of inoculation, and were more effective than private partial inoculations in 

controlling outbreaks (since complete inoculation of the vulnerable population tended to halt 

the outbreak, whereas partial inoculation could trigger or exacerbate an epidemic). We 

searched for reports of General and mass Inoculations in primary and secondary sources. 

While Figure 12a is incomplete, the geography of General Inoculations affirms the 

impressions of previous authors that complete inoculation of vulnerable populations was 

primarily a phenomenon of southern England. Indeed the geography of parish-funded 

General Inoculations appears to coincide strongly with the prevalence of adult smallpox 

burials (Figure 15). However the presence of relatively large numbers of adult victims pre-

dates the popularisation of inoculation and the use of General Inoculations from the 1760s 

(compare Figures 6 and 14a). This suggests that inoculation was most popular in those 

areas where smallpox was already a relatively infrequent disease.  

       

Hypothesis 4. Avoidance of natural smallpox infection via isolation of victims  

The second means of deliberately avoiding natural smallpox infection, before vaccination, 

was by avoiding infected individuals. Smallpox was widely recognised as a contagious 

disease in eighteenth century European and Asian societies, and contemporary evidence 

suggests two major reactions to smallpox-infected victims. Sköld argued with respect to 

eighteenth-century Sweden that smallpox was considered such an inevitable disease of 

childhood that few parents took any steps to protect their infants, and it was common to visit 

the infected. He contrasted the ‘fatalistic’ attitude of the Swedes with the extreme flight 

response of the Saami in the far north of Sweden, who were describing as fleeing en masse 

at the approach of smallpox, and abandoning those infected (Sköld, 1996: 183-86: Sköld, 

1997). Janetta drew a similar contrast with respect to Japan in the two centuries before 

1860. She contrasted the resigned preparedness of Japanese parents with respect to 

childhood smallpox in villages of the main islands (where smallpox was an endemic 

childhood disease), and the mass flight from smallpox of inhabitants of the more isolated 

islands, where smallpox was a rare visitation (Bowman Jannetta, 1987: 100-07; Suzuki, 
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2011). Monroe, writing in 1765, was puzzled by the rarity of adult smallpox victims in 

mainland Scotland, and suggested it was due to ‘the disease not being so dreaded as to 

cause any to fly from the place where it is’ (Monro, 1765: 3). He described the Scottish 

villagers as ‘generally assistant to their neighbours of whose family any is sick... [they] do not 

fly from the place where it [smallpox] is’ (Monro, 1765: 3). Writing from the northern English 

town of Chester, John Haygarth bemoaned the casual attitude of local parents, who allowed 

their infected children to play in the streets, and promenaded infected infants on the town 

walls (Haygarth, 1793).   

Attitudes to smallpox in southern England appear to represent an intermediate position 

between fatalism and flight. There is abundant evidence from southern England that, outside 

the largest towns, smallpox was regarded with great fear. Advertisements attest to the 

closures of markets in affected towns, and diarists and other contemporaries report avoiding 

infected areas (Razzell, 2003; Smith, 1987, May, 1997). However the main response to 

smallpox-infected individuals in southern England was not flight, but isolation of the affected 

in parish-maintained pest houses (Brunton, 1990: 138-39; May, 1997: 294).    

Pest houses were used extensively during plague epidemics in England. However even after 

the last plague outbreak in 1665-67 some parishes either maintained their pest houses or 

acquired new pest houses in the course of the eighteenth century (Figure 14b,15). Parochial 

sources describing the establishment or usage of eighteenth century pest houses commonly 

cited the isolation of smallpox victims as their major purpose. According to the prestigious 

London-based inoculator Thomas Dimsdale,  

“In the most considerable towns in England, the inhabitants having experienced great 

injury to their trade, and the loss of many lives by this disease [smallpox] becoming 

universal, have at public expense, provided a house (and in some cases more than 

one) which is called the Pest-house, situated at a convenient distance from the town, 

and alone, to which all the poor who fall ill are removed as soon as discovered to have 

the Small Pox. Nurses and medical help are afforded; due care is taken to bury the 

dead privately, and to give such as recover proper airings until they may be in a state 

to return home without danger of infecting others..... Hertford, Ware, Hitchin, Bishop 

Stortford, Baldock, Stevenage, and Hatfield, which are considerable market-towns on 

our side of the country, have each one of these pest-houses, and the general benefit 

derived from them is so apparent, that even parochial parsimony approves, and allows 

the expense.” (Dimsdale, 1778: 79-80)  

Figure 15 maps pest houses identified so far as being in use in the eighteenth century. We 

searched a variety of documentary and secondary sources, including poor law records, 

burial registers, diaries and contemporary accounts for ‘pest house’ and its synonyms 

(including ‘sick house’ and ‘cabin’). We did not use cartographic sources as these could 

have identified pest houses that had fallen out of use. This survey is very incomplete, and 

the sources used are themselves biased towards southern England, but nonetheless the 

geography is striking. Searches of published historical accounts of northern counties have so 

far failed to turn up a single reference to a pest house in the eighteenth century, although 

pest houses were used all over the country to house purported plague victims in the 

seventeenth century. Pest houses were often ephemeral or used for multiple purposes, and 

it is possible that northern pest houses have left less trace in the historical record. A 

thorough search of archival poor law accounts and minutes would be required to establish 
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the wider geography of pest house use. However Haygarth writing from Chester in north-

western England at the end of the eighteenth century clearly regarded pest houses as a rare 

phenomenon: 

 “Nothing less than a total separation of patients in the small-pox, and all their 

attendants, from those who are liable to the distemper, would be a sufficient security 

from infection. To effect this, regulations would be required that are absolutely 

impracticable in this free country. It may be imagined that a pest house would answer 

this purpose. It has in fact been successfully used from this end in remote small towns, 

where the small-pox rarely occurs, where it infects but a few, and these generally 

grown persons. But in large towns, where the distemper is constantly present, almost 

all the poor natives are infected while children. If an infant be attacked, and carried to 

the pest house, the feelings of the mother would not suffer it to go alone, even in the 

most arbitrary government. If she have other small children, they would perish at home 

without her assistance, and must therefore go into the pest house along with her.“ 

(Haygarth, 1793: 83) [italics not in the original] 

As Haygarth notes, pest houses were only of use in controlling smallpox where it was a rare 

disease affecting adults as well as children, a state he considered confined to relatively 

remote communities (rather than the ‘most considerable towns in England’ cited by 

Dimsdale, writing from London in the south-east). Haygarth was himself responsible for 

establishing the first ‘isolation ward’ in Chester, and northern towns were foremost in the 

establishment of ‘Fever Hospitals’ and ‘Houses of Recovery’ at the end of the eighteenth and 

early nineteenth centuries. These were not however intended for smallpox victims, and, in 

contrast to pest houses, they were charitable not parochial institutions.     

The use of pest houses to confine smallpox sufferers predated the advent of General 

Inoculations and pest houses remained in use throughout the eighteenth and early 

nineteenth centuries (Figure 14b). The geography of pest houses and parish-provided 

General Inoculations is similar, and it seems likely that many communities that were willing 

to expend resources on the nursing of smallpox victims in pest houses were also prepared to 

invest in occasional General Inoculations (Figure 15).12 Indeed the geography of General 

Inoculations and eighteenth century pest houses resembles that of expenditure on the poor 

more generally. Figure 16 shows per capita poor law expenditure by hundred in 1803.13 As 

with inoculation and pest houses there was a clear north-south pattern with higher 

expenditure particularly in the southeast of England. Expenditure in the southwest was also 

relatively low, especially in Cornwall. Brunton and Razzell argued that the geography of 

General Inoculations was explained largely by the greater affluence of southern parishes 

and therefore their capacity to fund such programmes (Brunton, 1990).   

                                                           
12

 Although May assumes that isolation was superseded as a preventive policy by inoculation, details of the 
decision-making process that preceded a General Inoculation often indicated that isolation was the first resort, 
and that General Inoculations were undertaken only once isolation had proven insufficient to contain the 
outbreak: Razzell (2003: 116-7, 119); Hermann (2013: 57); Stuart, W. Gentleman's magazine, 58: 283-4 (1788); 
Crook (2006: 76-78). General Inoculations could necessitate the closure of markets while the inhabitants were 
infected (Crook, 2006: 78), and were therefore a more expensive option.   
13

 We have comparable data for 1777 and 1783 that show similar patterns but are not yet completely 
transcribed or mapped.   
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The geography of pest houses and of General Inoculations was highly correlated with the 

distribution of settlements where adults comprised 20% or more of victims, with the 

exception of the midland counties of Shropshire and Staffordshire, where adult victims were 

common but where no pest houses or General Inoculations have been identified. This 

highlighted the problem of bias in the documentary evidence base, which was much richer 

for southern than for northern England or the midlands. Poor law expenditure on the other 

hand was available for the country as whole in 1803, and was closely correlated with the 

adult percentage of smallpox victims in the sample as a whole (Figure 16, coefficient of 

correlation, r = 0.59). However, as with nucleation patterns, poor law expenditure was not 

helpful in explaining variation within northern and southern regions.  

Taken together these results could be interpreted as indicating that patterns of smallpox 

mortality in individual settlements or parishes depended less on the characteristics of the 

parishes themselves, than on the characteristics of the much larger region where they were 

located. It is very plausible that in areas where many parishes employed pest houses, 

practiced inoculation and closed markets and fairs when smallpox threatened then this 

created a kind of epidemiological buffer zone that protected parishes that did not do these 

things. Conversely, high spending parishes that adopted preventative measures in northern 

Britain would have been exposed to much higher levels of smallpox import in areas where 

few parishes attempted to limit transmission, and so any effects of settlement nucleation or 

parochial spending on smallpox transmission would have been muted by wider transmission 

patterns.        

 

A tentative model of smallpox transmission in eighteenth century England  

 

Given the number of potential explanatory factors, an obvious approach to modelling the 

factors affecting the age patterns of smallpox burials would be to employ some variant of 

multivariate regression, to tease apart the relative importance of these factors. There were 

however a number of problems with our dataset that mitigated against this approach. Our 

data showed an extremely strong spatial pattern that was associated with a number of other 

geographical patterns that were not necessarily causally related to smallpox patterns. That 

is, there was insufficient spatial variation in our data to distinguish the effects of multiple 

partially-correlated explanatory variables. The exact percentage of smallpox burials that was 

adult was a continuous variable with values that ranged between 0 and 100, however the 

distribution of these values was highly non-normal, with many zero values, making it difficult 

to model statistically. Binary variables describing the adult percentage of smallpox variables 

either produced too little spatial variation, or potentially spurious spatial variations.14 Our 

data were spatial, however our observations on smallpox burials did not represent a random 

sample of settlements, and their clustering was an outcome both of the preferences of 

individual incumbents, and of the processes of transcription and the willingness to release 

transcriptions on the part of local historical and genealogical societies. Similarly, for some 

explanatory variables, including the presence of pest houses and General Inoculations, we 

                                                           
14

 We considered using an ordered categorical variable to describe the adult percentage of smallpox burials, as 
in Figure 5, however this would have required that the effect of explanatory variables was proportional 
between each level of the categorical variable, a condition that did not hold true for most of our explanatory 
variables.     
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again had very patchy data that were not randomly sampled, and were not available for most 

of the settlements for which we had smallpox data. Therefore the spatial information within 

the dataset (such as proximity of settlements with similar characteristics, or proximity to a 

pest house) was not necessarily meaningful. On the other hand, there were clear reasons for 

thinking that the individual characteristics of particular parishes were less important than 

factors operating at a much higher spatial level, that probably governed levels of disease 

exposure through the creation or absence of buffer zones that mitigated disease spread. 

  

Given these problems, we have not adopted a statistical modelling approach here. Rather, 

the analyses described in relation to the four hypotheses above made it clear that the 

patterns of smallpox burials by age described in this paper were a function of broad regional 

differences with relatively long historical roots. Of the hypotheses outlined above we 

considered that hypothesis 4 was the most plausible. We suggest that practices designed to 

limit smallpox transmission via isolation of the infected (in pest houses) were of key 

importance in limiting the frequency of smallpox epidemics in southern England, and where 

they were used then adults were more likely to reach adulthood without prior smallpox 

infection. Once established, this southern pattern favoured the adoption of mass inoculation 

after 1760, when falls in the risks and expense of inoculation made it viable for parishes to 

offer free inoculation to the poor in conjunction with older isolation policies. However It must 

be emphasised our sample is very small and may be biased in unknown ways, for instance 

by some association between the importance of smallpox as a cause of death and the 

tendency for it to be recorded in burial registers.. The strength of the pattern evident in 

Figure 5 suggests that the pattern reported here is genuine, however the limitations of our 

data did not allow us to establish the finer geography of the pattern (for instance in the 

apparently transitional midlands zone), that might have helped to elucidate causal factors.  

 

Discussion  

The data and analyses presented here are incomplete, but demonstrate an apparently very 

strong geographical patterning of smallpox in England. Smallpox was a common endemic 

disease of childhood in northern Britain, accounting for 10 – 20 per cent of all burials in 

towns in the eighteenth century. However in southern England smallpox was a relatively rare 

epidemic disease affecting adults as well as children and accounted for perhaps 5 per cent 

or less of burials outside London. Young adults from rural areas of southern Britain were 

therefore at high risk of smallpox infection in towns, whereas northern migrants were not. 

Our analyses suggest that human agency played the dominant role in establishing this 

pattern. It appears that the willingness of poor law officials to intervene to reduce 

transmission via isolation and, later, mass inoculation was probably sufficient to prevent the 

endemicisation of smallpox in the non-metropolitan population of southern England. While 

historical attention has focussed largely on the importance of inoculation, our evidence 

indicates that the pattern of relatively infrequent epidemics in southern England probably 

predated the popularisation of inoculation. Indeed, since General Inoculations were 

expensive they were probably only financially attractive to parishes where smallpox 

epidemics were rare and costly events. Smallpox epidemics caused the cancellation of 

markets and disruption of trade only where smallpox was considered dangerous to adults. 

Additionally, the costs to the parish of nursing and burying smallpox victims, and supporting 

their families, were only significant where adults formed a significant proportion of victims, 
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because infected children were usually nursed at home and were cheap to bury. The use of 

pest houses to isolate smallpox victims predated the adoption of mass inoculation, and 

where used rigorously could have served to break the chain of transmission particularly at 

the beginning of a potential outbreak. Anecdotal evidence suggests that the first response to 

smallpox infection in southern England was isolation, and that mass inoculation was only 

resorted to when isolation was deemed to have failed.15 Pest houses were the preferred 

means of containing smallpox in many American towns where epidemics were rare, and 

comparison of Boston, where quarantine and isolation were practiced rigorously, and 

Philadelphia, where inoculation was preferred, indicate that isolation was an effective if not 

infallible method of containing smallpox before vaccination (Blake, 1959; Wolman, 1978). 

If we entertain the idea that isolation and later mass immunisation were the proximate 

causes of the apparent rarity of smallpox epidemics in southern England in the eighteenth 

century, then the geography of these practices still remains to be explained. Why were pest 

houses apparently not used to confine smallpox victims in northern Britain, at least in the 

period before the majority of victims were children? Was it only the wealthier southern arable 

parishes and market towns that could afford the costs of maintaining pest houses (Brunton, 

1990)? Or alternatively was it the higher expenditures on the poor that raised the 

expectations of southern parishes regarding nursing and welfare entitlements to such an 

extent that the maintenance of smallpox victims and their families became more onerous 

than the cost of a pest house or mass immunisation? The strong and persistent geography 

of poor law expenditures would support these interpretations (Figure 16).  

The eighteenth century was a period of rapid population growth, urbanisation and economic 

integration (Figure 3). These conditions would have favoured the endemicisation of smallpox 

in rural areas, and this is suggested by the increasing frequency of smallpox epidemics in 

London, and the rising share of smallpox burials evident in some northern towns (Figure 2). 

However in southern England it is likely that smallpox remained a relatively minor cause of 

death in the late eighteenth century, and this must reflect both the early containment of 

smallpox through isolation and market closures, and the rising popularity of both private and 

mass inoculations. Most of our data relating to the percentage share of smallpox as a cause 

of death date from the second half of the eighteenth century (Figure 6). While the patterns 

evident in Figures 5 & 6 were probably established by parish-led attempts to contain 

smallpox contagion, it seems unlikely that these measures could have continued to succeed 

in the face of the extraordinary increases in the circulation of people and goods in the late 

eighteenth century, without additional resort to artificial immunisation and the episodic 

imposition of ‘herd immunity’ through General Inoculations. As we have argued, the 

geography of pest houses and mass inoculation were closely associated, and these 

practices probably remained fairly tightly coupled until the early nineteenth century. However 

the advent of vaccination made it relatively cheap and safe to provide regular non-universal 

immunisation to both urban and rural populations, and vaccination was very widely adopted 

in northern as well as southern Britain, to the temporary neglect of isolation in the south 

(Hardy, 1988).16 Smallpox isolation hospitals were only re-incorporated into policies of 

smallpox control from the 1870s, and smallpox was only finally eliminated from Britain via a 
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 See fn. 12. 
16

 Some parish pest houses clearly survived in use until 1834, when they were sold off as part of the process of 
reorganisation of parishes into larger Poor Law Unions.   
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combination of compulsory infant vaccination and rigorous contact tracing and isolation of 

contagious individuals in the early twentieth century.   

We have argued that smallpox was not a childhood disease in southern England because 

isolation and inoculation were sufficient to prevent its regular circulation outside the major 

cities. However its persistence as a childhood disease in rural areas of northern Britain, and 

in Sweden, also requires explanation. Although often described as highly contagious or even 

‘one of the most contagious diseases ever known’ (Webber, 2015: 15), smallpox is not very 

infectious compared with most childhood diseases (Foege, 2011). Estimates of ‘R0’ (the 

theoretical number of infections arising from a single infection in a completely susceptible 

and homogeneous population) generally range from <2 – 7, compared with 5 – 18 for the 

classic viral crowd disease measles (Anderson & May, 1991; Eichner et al., 2003; Gani & 

Leach, 2001; Meltzer et al., 2001, appendix 1). Both anecdotal accounts and more rigorous 

contact tracing during smallpox eradication campaigns indicated that transmission generally 

depended on prolonged or close contact, usually amongst household members (Fenner et 

al., 1988, chap. 4; Meltzer et al., 2001). It was this relatively low infectiousness of smallpox 

that made it possible to control and eventually to completely eliminate smallpox from human 

populations. Existing explanations also emphasise the importance of low infectiousness in 

sustaining transmission in some historical populations. In explaining why smallpox was 

endemic in pre-modern Japan while measles was a rare imported epidemic disease, 

Bowman Janetta invoked the higher infectiousness of measles, combined with the elongated 

form of the Japanese archipelago and the isolationist policy of the Tokugawa state. She 

argued that measles epidemics tended to start in the few permitted international trading 

ports on the southern island of Kyushu, and then to sweep through the population from 

south to north, infecting the entire susceptible population to the extent that too few 

susceptible remained for the measles pathogen to be able to retrace its steps. Measles 

epidemics therefore tended to burn out rapidly, despite the very large size of the Japanese 

population (c. 30 - 32 million in the period 1720-1850). Smallpox she argued was by contrast 

endemic in the Japanese population, and a childhood disease even in remote upland areas 

of the main islands, because it was less efficient and therefore left sufficient susceptible 

individuals to sustain a more meandering but persistent pattern of infection (Bowman 

Jannetta, 1987, chap. V). A similar argument has been made with respect to the Scottish 

highlands, where the dispersed nature of settlement precluded explosive outbreaks and 

sustained a patchwork of susceptible individuals that maintained transmission 

(Brunton,1992; see also Cliff et al., 2000: 97-115).  

A second more neglected feature of the smallpox virus is its ability to persist outside a 

human host. The virus could persist up to several years in the environment, especially on 

cloth, and survival was favoured by conditions of low temperature and low humidity. While 

researchers involved in the WHO smallpox eradication campaign were equivocal about the 

importance of transmission via fomites (infected objects), some speculated that seasonal 

variations in smallpox transmission may have reflected in part variations in persistence of 

smallpox virus outside hosts in tropical environments, and that this may have been a more 

important factor in transmission in temperate zones (Fenner et al., 1988:  chap. 4; Mack et 

al., 1972). While the importance of this mode of transmission in twentieth century outbreaks 

in relatively dense populations remains contested, this property may have been key to its 

continued transmission in small or dispersed populations (Bowman Jannetta, 1987; Fenner 

et al., 1988: chap. 4). Whereas measles requires continuous transmission from infected to 
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susceptible individuals and therefore ‘burns out’ in small populations, smallpox infected a 

smaller proportion of potential hosts (because it was less infectious) and could ‘sit and wait’ 

for an opportunity to infect a new host. These properties would have made it easier for 

smallpox to establish in early human populations, and to endemicise at low densities. The 

last non-laboratory outbreaks of smallpox (variola minor) occurred in nomadic groups in 

Somalia, amongst whom transmission was sustained for up to six months in populations of 

less than a hundred people, before the chain of transmission was disrupted either 

spontaneously or by the eradication campaign (Fenner et al., 1988: 205).  

The capacity of smallpox to persist outside a human host was probably also a factor in its 

high lethality. McNeill argued that although rising population densities would increase 

disease circulation and mortality in the medium term, the eventual outcome would be an 

accommodation between pathogen and host, and evolution towards avirulence.17 His 

argument was based on a longstanding tenet of evolutionary biology, that posited a 

necessary trade-off between virulence and transmission. Briefly, evolutionary theory predicts 

that within-host selection for rapid pathogen growth will be tempered by selection for efficient 

transmission between hosts. Within a host there is usually selection for rapid multiplication of 

the pathogen, since, all else being equal, the chance of a lineage surviving to be transmitted 

is proportional to the number of candidate particles. Moreover where there is genetic 

variation between pathogen lineages then any genetic variation that affects multiplication will 

favour those lineages that reproduce fastest, so that rapidly replicating pathogens will come 

to dominate the intra-host population, and will be more likely than less abundant variants to 

be transmitted. This selection for rapid multiplication has implications for lethality, because 

morbidity and lethality (jointly, virulence) are usually directly associated with the number of 

pathogens. Thus virulence is usually associated with rapidity of pathogen reproduction, and 

therefore there is strong natural selection for high virulence amongst the pathogen 

population within a host. However because virulent pathogens tend to incapacitate their 

hosts and reduce their mobility, and/or disfigure them in ways that warn other potential hosts 

to avoid the infected individual, high virulence should limit the transmission of the pathogen 

between hosts. Since the survival of any pathogen depends ultimately on the ability to 

sustain transmission, there is strong selection against virulence in these cases.    

A key new insight of the last thirty years, initiated by the biologist Paul Ewald, is that 

evolutionary selection against virulence depends critically on transmission mode. He argued 

in a very influential series of papers (e.g. Ewald 1983, 1991, 2004, Walther & Ewald, 2004) 

that a hierarchy of virulence exists from very lethal diseases transmitted by arthropod 

vectors (bubonic plague, typhus, malaria, yellow fever) or by water (cholera, typhoid), to 

pathogens that can persist outside any host and ‘sit and wait’ for a victim (smallpox, 

tuberculosis, polio, influenza, scarlet fever, MRSA) down to relatively mild diseases that are 

transmitted person to person without an intermediate phase and which are therefore 

necessarily highly infectious (in order to sustain transmission) but also not too disabling to 

the majority of hosts (measles, whooping cough, diphtheria, chicken pox, rubella) (Figure 

15). 

The ‘sit and wait’ properties of smallpox would have facilitated its circulation and retention 

even in small dispersed populations, and would explain the persistence of high lethality even 

as smallpox became a childhood disease. However the high lethality of smallpox may also 
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have made it relatively easy to control. The relatively low infectiousness of smallpox meant 

that only around 80 % of the population was required to be effectively immunised to achieve 

‘herd immunity’ (the level of population immunity required to prevent transmission), 

compared with over 95 % for measles. In addition, the virulence of smallpox made its victims 

easy to identify. They were covered in a very obvious and distinctive rash, and were usually 

incapacitated, factors that made them obvious to parochial officials or quarantine officers. 

Where surveillance was practiced, and was followed up with isolation of the victim and the 

burning of infected clothing and bedding, then the chances of transmission were greatly 

reduced.  

This argument regarding smallpox transmission can be generalised to explain some of the 

characteristics of the first stages of mortality decline in Europe and elsewhere. These 

characteristics include a reduction in the prevalence of highly lethal diseases that were 

relatively insensitive to age or nutritional status, and a shift to a mortality regime where 

mortality was concentrated at the extremes of life, and dominated by diseases that were 

socially selective (Landers, 1992; Kunitz, 1983). Importantly, this transition was also 

characterised by a shift from the dominance of diseases that were not dependent on direct 

person-to-person transmission to the more classic childhood crowd diseases. For these 

latter diseases that are transmitted person-to-person, confer immunity and cannot persist 

outside a host then there is evidence of strong selective pressure against high host lethality 

(measles is the classic example). These diseases are most lethal in individuals whose 

immunity is low (very young children, the ill and the malnourished). However for pathogens 

which don’t depend on their human host for transmission and/or can persist outside a human 

host then there is less selection for low virulence. This category includes some of the most 

destructive epidemic diseases in early modern England (plague, typhus, smallpox and 

malaria). In these cases case-fatality rates appear to have been high even in relatively well-

nourished and robust adults, and therefore these diseases were relatively non-selective with 

respect to poverty, except where wealth facilitated avoidance of infection (for example by 

fleeing plague or paying for smallpox inoculation). Here we argue that not only were these 

socially non-selective diseases particularly lethal, but the characteristics that made them so 

lethal also made it easier for relatively weak interventions to break the chain of disease 

transmission. Therefore the most deadly epidemic diseases were also those most easily 

controlled by preventative actions, including surveillance, quarantine, isolation and 

immunisation (Figure 16). The early control of these major diseases was associated with 

large reductions in mortality, but also shifted the distribution of causes of death towards the 

less virulent diseases of the extremes of age and of poverty (diarrhoeal diseases, measles 

and other childhood infections, certain respiratory diseases and tuberculosis). This shift was 

amplified by the increases in population size, densities and connectedness associated with 

urbanisation and industrialisation, that favoured transmission of highly infectious person-to-

person diseases of moderate lethality, such as measles.  

Thus it was probably no accident that the most lethal diseases of early modern England 

were also those where the chain of transmission was most readily broken by relatively 

rudimentary policies of quarantine and isolation (plague, typhus and smallpox), by drainage 

in the case of malaria, and by inoculation and vaccination against smallpox. These 

measures were all preventative, and acted to reduce exposure to disease.  Reductions in the 

most lethal diseases would have reduced the volatility of mortality (together with reductions 

in the dearth-related events that also triggered these epidemic episodes), and shifted the 
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age pattern of mortality to the extremes of life, as well as reduced the lethality of cities and 

increased the advantages of wealth and superior nutritional status.  
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day  forename  descriptor  age 
descriptor 

age 
ascribed  

5 Martha da Thomas; smallpox daughter child 
5 Elizabeth wd widow adult 
6 James lab; left all he had to poor abt 120s; 

smallpox 
labourer adult 

12 William smallpox none adult 
12 John chd Thomas; smallpox child child 
15 Robert servant John Goddle; smallpox servant adult 
16 [daughter] da Robert; smallpox daughter child 
16 John grocer; smallpox; Mr grocer, Mr adult 
19 Mary wi Dr Joseph widow adult 
25 Elizabeth da Matthew & Elizabeth Daughter child 

 Table 1. Entries in the burial register of Lowestoft, St Margaret (Suffolk), December 1710.  

 

 

 

region type 
Smallpox % 

of all burials, 
mean 

95% CI 
 

P (south 
< north) 

N 

north rural 8.29 6.94 – 9.63 
 

41 
south rural 3.53 1.86 – 5.20 0.000 11 
north urban 13.94 11.94 – 15.94 

 
16 

south urban 7.47 2.83 – 12.11 0.013 6 

Table 2. Smallpox burials percent of all causes of death in burial registers where causes of 

death were recorded for a continuous period of 10 years or more.  

Notes: P values report the results of (one-sided unpaired with unequal variance) t-tests of 

differences in means between north and south in each settlement type (rural or urban).  

Sources: see Figure 3.   
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Figure 1. Smallpox percentage of all burials, London and selected towns and cities in 

northern Britain 

Sources: Sextons’ books of the collegiate church Manchester, Manchester Cathedral 

Archives MS18/1-10; St. John Deansgate burial registers, Manchester and Lancashire 

Family History Society transcripts, Manchester Central Library MFPR 1118,1142; Marshall, 

1832: unpag. tabs; Creighton, 1894: 523, 537-9; More, 1761; Gorsuch & Price, 1771,1782; 

Mercer, 1990: 68. 
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Figure 2. Percentage of smallpox burials aged 10+ or adult by period and region of England, 

identified by Razzell.  

Sources: Davenport et al., 2016 (Figure 1); Razzell (2003): xi-xiii.   
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Figure 3. The turnpike road network, 1725-1800.  

Sources: Cambridge Group for the History of Population and Social Structure GIS datasets (see 

http://www.campop.geog.cam.ac.uk/research/projects/transport/data/turnpikeroadnetwork.html).    

http://www.campop.geog.cam.ac.uk/research/projects/transport/data/turnpikeroadnetwork.html
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Figure 4. Extent of collection of pre-1800 burial registers by county.  

Sources: electronic records donated by Buckinghamshire Family History Society, 

Cambridgeshire Family History Society, Cumbria Family History Society; Durham Records 

Online, Lancashire Online Parish Clerks, Manchester and Lancashire Family History 

Society, Northamptonshire Family History, Nottinghamshire Family History Society, Suffolk 

Cornwall 

Devon 

Kent 

Yorkshire 

Lincolnshire

shire Nottingham 
shire 

Shropshire 

Lancashire 

Cheshire 
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Family History Society, Wharfedale Family History Society, Wiltshire Family History Society. 

Smallpox burials were extracted from Berkshire Burials (11th edn, Berkshire Family History 

Society), Hampshire Genealogical Society burial index (HCD011, Hampshire Genealogical 

Society), Bristol diocese burial registers vol. 3, 1754-1812 (Bristol and Avon Family History 

Society), Rutland Parish Registers compilation DVD and Leicestershire Parish Registers 

CD31 (Leicestershire and Rutland Family History Society); Razzell, P. (2003) The conquest 

of smallpox, 2nd edn. (Caliban Books), pp. xi-xiii.    
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Figure 5. Percentage of smallpox burials aged 15+ or adult by parish or town, 1700-1799 

Sources: as for Figure 3.  
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Figure 6. Percentage of smallpox burials aged 15+ or adult by period, rural/urban and region 

of England.  

Sources: see Figure 3.    
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Figure 7. Mean age of adult burials (aged ten years or more) in registers where exact age at 

death was recorded. Values were fitted with a second order polynomial equation (N = 96).  

Sources: see Figure 3.    
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Figure 8. Smallpox burials percent of all burials in register or town and the percent of all 

smallpox burials that were adult (aged 15+ years), in registers where causes of death were 

recorded for a continuous period of 10 years or more. Semi-log plot was fitted with a least-

squares line of best fit (N = 47).  

Sources: see Figure 3.    
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Figure 9. Smallpox burials percent of all burials in towns, in registers where causes of death 

were recorded for a continuous period of 10 years or more.  

Sources: see Figure 3. 1801 town populations derived from Cambridge Group for the History 

of Population and Social Structure Towns database.   
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Figure 10. Smallpox burials percent of all burials and proportion of all years that smallpox 

burials were recorded, in registers where causes of death were recorded for a continuous 

period of 10 years or more. Values were fitted with a second order polynomial equation (N = 

72).  

Sources: see Figure 3.   
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Figure 11. Percentage of smallpox burials aged 15+ or adult by parish or town 1700-1799, 

and local settlement nucleation patterns.  

Sources: as for Figure 3; Roberts & Wrathmell (2003) (concentration of dispersion measure 

by local region).  
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Figure 12. The proportion of parishes where adults comprised 20-100 % of smallpox burials, 

by degree of settlement nucleation of the local region. (N = 225).  

Sources: see Figure 3. Roberts & Wrathmell (2000)  
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Figure 13. Percentage of smallpox burials aged 15+ or adult by parish or town 1700-1799, 

and cattle per 100 cultivated acres in 1870.  

Sources: as for Figure 3; Agricultural census of England and Wales, 1870. 
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Figure 14. Distribution of references to General Inoculations and to pest houses in use in 

the eighteenth century, by earliest reference identified for each place. 

Sources: British History Online (including Victoria County Histories); Smith, 1987; National 

Archives online catalogue; www.workhouses.org.uk; Currie (2005); Dobson (1997); Crook 

(2006); various local sources and archives; Brunton, 1990, appendix VII.  

  

http://www.workhouses.org.uk/
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Figure 15. The geographical distribution of General and mass Inoculations, and pest 

houses, 1700-1799, identified from textual sources. 

Sources: see Figure 14.  
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Figure 16. Per capita poor law expenditure by parish, 1803.  

Source: Parliamentary Papers, Abstract of the answers and returns made pursuant to Act 43 

Geo. 3, relative to the expense and maintenance of the poor in England (1803-04).   
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Figure 17. The relationship between virulence (deaths per infection) and duration of 

persistence outside a human host, for a range of respiratory pathogens. 

Source: Walther & Ewald, Biological Reviews (2004): 859  
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Figure 18: Schematic diagram of the virulence of major human pathogens and the 

approximate date of onset of permanent reductions in mortality from these pathogens in 

Britain. The ‘persistent in the environment’ classification includes pathogens with person-to-

person transmission but also the capacity to persist in the external environment for weeks 

(an arbitrary threshold of mean duration of 1 week outside a human host was used in this 

classification, for pathogens with no known or available animal reservoir). 

Sources: see Davenport, 2015, Table 1.  


